Supply List for “Intro to Thread Painting Landscapes”
We will keep this project small so that you can get alt of it finished in a one day workshop so small bits and
scraps work well
 Fat quarter of a very dark fabric for your tree, ground ( can be just black if a sunrise/sunset)
 Fat quarter of a fabric for your background sky/water ( oranges, purples, burgundy work for
sunrise sunset- blues sky for a day light scene Optional-Scraps of a dark medium for rocks foreground or island rocks in water or daytime
scenes can be grasses. Be adventurous with this!
 ½ meter of a Fusible product -do not use Steam a seam as the parchment paper will not stay
in place for the length of time you need it while you are cutting out a tree.
Heat and Bond lite or Wonder Under work well
• white school glue to glue down foreground, rocks, etc..
 Threads-Black-or colour to match your tree colour as well as other landscape colours in
greens, browns, blues- in cotton or polyester threads.
 bobbin weight thread polyester thread (or pre-wound polyester bobbins) in colours to blend
with your top stitching threads.
 Size 80/12 and 90/14 topstitch sewing machine needles
 Heavy weight Tear away stabilizer (big enough to back your tree and anything else you are
thread playing) I suggest at least .5 of a meter
 Sewing Machine with free motion capabilities and well cleaned and oiled, with your sewing
machine manual, Optional-pillow to sit on, and table top light
 Extension cord
 Free motion darning foot
 Basic sewing kit-pins, seam ripper, small scissors-both paper and fabric, quilting gloves for
free motion sewing, if you wish
 Rotary cutter, 6x 24 inch ruler, and cutting mat (a small one will work)
 Scraps of fabric and batting to practice stitches and tension on
 Border, backing and batting will vary on your size of project you choose but you may not get
to this stage in the workshop time allowance, so fabric amount are not included but judge
yourself accordingly- if you have some experience with thread play it may be possible to need
this!
Patterns will be given out for a few different small trees to choose from.
If you have any questions regarding this list please call me at (250) 756-1683
Or e-mail me at corsew@shaw.ca ©Coreen Zerr check out other students work on my website:
www.coreenzerr.com

